
QUADRAX 4x2.0 - Loudspeaker Cable with Emphasis
High-End Loudspeaker Cable featuring Tube Conductors of 4 x 2.0 mm2, The conductor design means that 
120 individually tin plated strands in a braid forms a tube around a PP plastic core. It forces the music sig-
nal to meet the same crossection area irrespective of frequency. The higher frequency, the further out in the 
conductor perimeter the law of physics forces the signal, hence resulting in unequal conductivity properties 
for the various frequencies. If adressed in the cable design with tube formed leads we manage the differenci-
es efficiently allowing for a flat frequency response, ultra-fast transients and transparency. If configured in a 
Star Quad conductor formation (single wire/full range) RFI pickup and outgoing magnetic fields are almost 
completely cancelled out, thanks to the symmetry of current in the opposite conductor pairs. Finally the 
strand tin plating will counteract any current jumps tendencies between the strands thus creating a diode 
effect followed by corresponding phase shift.
What will you experience? We think that you will have a dynamic explosion, especially if you own a power-
ful amplifier and larger pair of speakers. The vast majority who tested this cable, sum up its properties as 
very dynamic and expressions like ”this is really rock’n’roll” is not unusual. And this is off course both flat-
tering and awaited, since we designed it to be an alternative high-end cable, for those how wanted a more 
straight forward sounding, but still remain faithfull to the very fabric of Supra Cables no-nonsense concept.

CONSTRUCTION
Conductor (x4): Tin plated OFC wire 24x0.15 mm, braided around a PP-core
Cross section Area: 4x2.0mm2 / AWG 12
Insulation:   PP transparant. Core + red / -white
Insulation thickness::  0.7 mm
Conductor diameter: 5,3mm
Jacket:    PVC GA78, rund
Jacket thickness:  2.0 mm
Diameter:   15 mm 
Colour:   Iceblue (other colours upon order)
Marking:   SUPRA QUADRAX 4x2.0 > Made in Sweden > Meter mark
Weight:   265 kg/km
Packing:   Bobbin 100m (other lengths upon order)

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION
Resistance:   8.1 ohm/km
Inductance:   0.35 uH/m
Rated voltage:   100V

SUPRA QUADRAX 4X2.0
High end loudspeaker Cable
Gauge: 4x2.0mm2  / AWG 14
Rev.date: 2022-08-30
Customs tariff no: 8544499390
Country of origin: Sweden

• Star Quad configuration
• Low RFI pickup & magnetic fields reduced
• Tin plated to minimize electron jumps between lead strands
• Flat frequency response, ultra-fast transients and transparent

PRODUCT    Qty Part.no  EAN-13 
QUADRAX 4X2.0 BLUE B100 100M 1000000743 7330060203404
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